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Abstract: The continued and growing trend of the frequency and severity of network attacksi against
corporations, private individuals in addition to countries has prompted the development of network
attack detection tools. In order to defend against threats – security is not only required in a preemptive scenario, but also ex post facto; whereby the criminal/ civil act has been detected and the
acquisition of evidence has begun in order to provide a conviction. This project and its scripted
application have been created in response to these escalating movements towards network
vulnerability enumeration and distributed denial of service attacks (DDoS).
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Introduction
Project Background
The continued and growing trend of the frequency and severity of network attacksii against
corporations, private individuals in addition to countries has prompted the development of network
attack detection tools. In order to defend against threats – security is not only required in a preemptive scenario, but also ex post facto; whereby the criminal/ civil act has been detected and the
acquisition of evidence has begun in order to provide a conviction. This project and its scripted
application have been created in response to these escalating movements towards network
vulnerability enumeration and distributed denial of service attacks (DDoS).
There is a clear lack of network attack tool detection products for the Linux/ UNIX operating system,
and therefore this project should also address this imbalance. Within society, a large focus has been
placed on more common operating systems – as figures will later reveal that the UNIX / Linux
operating system makes up an extremely minute fraction of operating systems that are in use within
the world of today. With the increasing amounts of attacks, there is also a lack of skilled experts
within this area, and as such the frequency of which we detect and convict criminals will decrease.
Another additional aspect of the project is that within the Linux community, development and
maintenance of projects will cease, eventually resulting in deprecation months or years later after
creation. This project has been designed to be highly backward compatible, thus time-proof.

Project Scope
The project’s scope is to encompass network attack tool detection within Linux and UNIX operating
systems. This is a rather specific scope, and therefore also includes the detection of artifacts within
the system, which may be left by the usage, installation or removal of specific tools.

Project Aim
The project’s aim is to decrease the complexity of forensic investigations within Linux and UNIX
systems; conversely it is also the aim of the project to increase the detection rate of forensic
artifacts relating to criminal or civil evidence of malicious conduct.

Project Objectives
The project’s objectives were originally designed as the following:






To validify and justly report on the research obtained during the course of development.
To identify current similar applications within the market.
To research the current methods of forensic analysis used.
To research the current methods of network attack used.
To identify a suitable test operating system, with which to test the scripted application.

Deliverables
The three deliverables to be presented after the completion of this project are:
1. Working, portable, Linux/ UNIX scripted application
2. Project Thesis
3. Project Website
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Development Methodology
Although methodologies used in other product developments were extremely helpful and useful, the author of the project used his own method of
development. This is shown below, as it serves to differentiate and uniquely identify the product due to its original development style. This has allowed for
the successful production of a scripted product. The development methodology shown [fig.1] is a four stage plan for development after initial prototyping.

Initial
Prototype

Figure 1 - The four stage product development methodology

The HexaFind Project

Literature Review
This literature review has been created in order to review the current best practices and
methodologies being used within the fields of Linux forensic analysis and host based digital
attack tool identification. By reviewing the current state of research topics that have taken
place recently in regards to the proposed project; it has helped to identify the actual
benefits of methodologically identifying the usage of digital attack tools with a Linux system.

Overview
Many attacks today occur over a network, and often the perpetrator can be in a different town, city,
state, country or even continent. The lines of digital warfare are blurring, due to the widespread
usage and take-up of the internet. It is often more difficult to identify and trace an attacker over a
network, especially when they are located on the opposite side of the world. If tracing an attacker is
difficult, imagine trying to prove that a crime had actually occurred with application of a system that
is used by approximately only 1% of the population [Fig. 1]. Of that 1%, how many of those users
would be classed as malicious; additionally, of those, how many would it be possible to prove that a
malicious attack tool has been used, and then find sufficient evidence to be able to convict them?

Figure 2 – Linux makes up only 1% of the current global operating system market share

iii

“But did you, in your three-piece psychology and 1950's technobrain, ever take a look behind the eyes
of the hacker? Did you ever wonder what made him tick, what forces shaped him, what may have
molded him? I am a hacker, enter my world...” (Loyd Blankenship [+++The Mentor+++], 1986)iv
The author of one of the most definitive hacker culture manuscripts, clearly defines that in order to
understand a hacker, it is instrumental to understand the reasons and purpose for a person to use a
computer in such a way. Much like with modern day systems, the rule still is as equally valid – as the
title of this Washington Post article states, in order “To catch a hacker, it pays to think like a hacker”
(A Bhattari, 2012)v.
This project aims to assist an investigator when attempting to confirm the usage of digital attack
tools within a system. By examining a system for digital fingerprints within this very rarely used
operating system, it will assist forensic investigators when presented with these uncommon
scenarios. The main question that this project attempts to answer, is how can an attack be proved
to have taken place and what are the key tell-tale signs [digital artefacts] of the usage of these digital
attack tools on such esoteric systems?
This project aims to answer these immediate, pressing questions with definitive & absolute answers.
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Present Linux digital attack tools
Many of the tools documented below, are mentioned in the Certified Ethical Hacking Study Guide
regarding hacking tools and their usage, other tools have been added as their inclusion is a required
part of the documentation of this project. Their inclusion represents a necessity due to their usage.
Wiresharkvi is an example of a current investigative and possibly an offensive criminal security/
hacking toolvii. Wireshark is an example of a program that can be used to investigate network traffic
and change their values on the fly, this allows an attacker to manipulate and change packets whilst
they are being captured; thus, this can be used to perform man-in-the-middle, or spoofing attacks.
Although Wireshark is used for investigative purposes, its offensive applications are questionable –
as its documented usage by the EC Council is as a freeware, open source network packet snifferviii.
Nmapix is another security auditing tool. Although it’s main usage and intent for creation is
investigative, the legal ramifications of its usage are often not so plausible – especially if written
consent and authorization has not been secured from the required parties to be scannedx.
Nmap is often used within offensive and audit practices, in order to ascertain information about a
network. Nmap is an offensive security tool which allows a user to perform a full network audit of
the local or remote target machines, it offers custom packet creation, and also stealth scanning.
Metasploitxi is a penetration testing and network auditing tool. It incorporates the use of network
exploits, and allows the user to include custom made payloads into attacks. This is truly an offensive
security tool, and as such it offers a vast array of aggressive methods in order for an attacker to gain
access, or cause disruption to a local or remotely networked system. The program comes in three
different editions; respectively separated by an ascending pricing system.
Metasploit is an exploitative tool, whereby if there are known software holes or bugs, the user can
incorporate the correct payloads within the crafted packets in order to cause the desired effect with
the system. Incorrect use of the tool, without proper authorization can indeed serve to convict the
user. Therefore being able to prove that an attack has occurred with Metasploit would be a good
example of using this research project to independently prove the use of an offensive attack tool.
tcpdump is a terminal based network port scanner/ analyser to be used with UNIX and Linux. This
tool is best used to see the raw data that comes through the interface. (Certified Ethical Hacker,
2010) This program often comes bundled with many Linux operating systems, and therefore will
often be a weapon of opportunity rather than by choice for the average potential attacker.
tcpdump is a command line based tool, which allows the user to save and inspect the data packets
for further use or replay later. The command allows for a large amount of customisation, through
the use of command line switches. Although this command is very powerful, and often useful it
takes a lot of technical skill to properly configure the command to give the desired results. This is
more of a basic command; essentially a no-frills inbuilt service that accompanies most Linux systems.
There are many other offensive Linux tools that shall not be fully discussed here, to name but a few:
Nessus, OpenVAS, AutoScan, UnicornScan, implementation6, netifera, scapy, zenmap, aircrack-ng,
snort, John the Ripper, netcat, rkhunter,, Argus2, portscan, pof, Nikto, DSniff, and KISMET.
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Chosen Test Software
In order to house each operating system, and machine – traditionally a physical machine and hard
drive would be required for each instance, although with today’s modern technological advances
this is no longer necessary. VirtualBoxxii is a software based computer emulation tool – commonly
known as a ‘virtualizer’. This software allows for a physical piece of hardware to be emulated and
controlled through an installable software program. This allows testing to be much more thorough,
as systems can be created and cloned instantly – allowing for identical machines to be created
within minutes; however, tests are required to prove the validity & accuracy of the virtual cloning.
Chosen Linux Operating Systems
As a part of this project, a requirement is to choose a varied set of common Linux distributions, in
order to test the deliverable scripted application; to increase the accuracy and implementation of
the scripted application. The following Linux systems have been designated suitable for testing:
The first operating system decided to be used, was Arch Linuxxiii - although this is a
slightly more obscure Linux operating system, this has been chosen as attackers
who may perform attacks using Linux, would of course be esoteric in their nature. Thus, a slightly
more difficult to configure/ use distribution is probable as its usage is less publicly common. This
operating system was initially challenging to install, proving a possible barrier to entry for usage.
The second operating system elected is Ubuntuxiv this is a more common operating
system and therefore its usage is likely to be more prevalent. Thus, as a more
commonly used medium its exposure within the population is likely to be higher; as a converse
example of Arch Linux, its prevalence means that it may be used more as a medium for attacks.
Ubuntu is a versatile & commonly used system; therefore it is perfect for cross compatibility testing.
The third operating system that has been chosen is openSUSExv which is well known
throughout the IT industry as the future for 64bit architecture machines. This is
also billed as the replacement for a wide variety of industrial applications, and
hence may even be used as an attack medium by a disgruntled employee. “It is great for beginners,
experienced users and ultra-geeks alike, in short, it is perfect for everybody!” (OpenSUSE)
The fourth operating system picked was Mandrivaxvi which is a Linux operating
system that is aimed at all users. This is most likely due to the fact that the Linux
computer population is relatively small in comparison to other operating systems. This system is
highly documented, although its uptake is rather questionable. Statistics on Linux operating system
usage are rather scarce; therefore it is difficult to understand which systems are most widely used.
The fifth operating system that has been selected is: Debianxvii which is another free
Linux operating system, which is reported to have “many thousands of individuals”
who use it. Therefore this is an additional competitor within the Linux operating system market. This
operating system has been included, due to its widespread discussion and usage over the internet.
The sixth and final operating system to have been selected is: Backtrack Linux
which is a specific custom network security and penetration testing distribution.
xviii
This custom distribution will help test the forensic properties and effects on the
virtual system disks of the scripted application, verifying forensic preservation.
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Current forensic analysis tools and methodologies
The ACPO Guidelinesxix outline four sets of principles which all computer forensics experts must
adhere to, these are:
1. No action taken should change data which may be relied upon in Court.
2. If original evidence must be accessed, the person must be proficient & explain why it was required
3. An audit trail must be created & preserved. A third party should be able to recreate the results.
4. The Case Officer has complete responsibility to ensure that these principles are followed.
In compliance with these guidelines the following programs have been identified:
fsauditxx is a scripted tool created for the auditing of file system changes. This is a rather interesting
implementation, and provides an example of how Perl can be used to detect changes that have
occurred to the file system. It highlights any suspicious changes, & recently modified files. This Perl
script represents a similar implementation to the one trying to be achieved, although slightly less
sophisticated than desired. Shell script, shall be used to code the project in a much more advanced
manner [this decision is purely based on experience and preference].
By careful examination it is possible to find important information relating to the scans that have
previously occurred with the offensive tools in Windows; this is relatively similar, and may offer
some insight as to how this same process or methodology should be applied to Linux. This identified
clearly how, through checking specific system resources, a forensic investigator is able to identify
relevant artefact information. For example, through examination of the NSE [Nmap Scripting Engine]
it was possible to find details about the offensive scans that had been previously run. xxi (Mac L., 2011)
The Sleuth Kit (TSK)xxii is a set of terminal tools which can be used to forensically examine a disk
drive. This set of tools can also be used with the Autopsy Forensic Browserxxiii in order to perform
cross platform forensic investigation upon the current system. This tool set will assist in the
forensically sterile acquisition of a disk image, and also will help by creating a read only copy of the
forensic data.
Consideration will be made for disk image acquisition, as it may be beneficial to use, so that any
information remains unchanged and upon opening a file, accidental data writing does not occur to
the virtual disks.
Penguin Sleuthxxiv is a bootable implementation of Linux, which has been designed as a Live CD/
operating system. This tool is an interesting implementation of the concept, as many security and
forensics tools are equally provided with the distribution. The main problem with these open source
developments is that nearly all of the websites and tool kits that have been referenced, have not
been maintained in most cases for long periods of time. Therefore some Linux forensic resources
may even be out of date, in some cases up to 6 years since the last update has occurred.
A set of resources, aptly under the name: CERT Linux Forensics Tools Repositoryxxv, also exists, but
this set of tools is required to be mounted to the operating system in order to be used. This could
potentially compromise the usage of the host system, and therefore is (most likely) not
recommended as it is counter intuitive. This would require the usage of an extra virtual system in
order to examine the information that is presented, within the original virtual disk image. Therefore
it is unlikely that this set of analysis tools will be used, unless an alternative implementation or
methodology is found.
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Linux administrative logs and digital fingerprints
“To hide the sniffer log, ne0h says, he created a directory with a name that was simply a space,
represented by three dots; the actual path he used was “/var/adm/ ...” Upon a brief inspection, a
system administrator might overlook this innocuous item.” xxvi (Mitnick, K. D., & Simon, W. L. (2005))
This quote shows that when inspecting a system, an administrator or investigator will have to be
extremely wise to these kinds of ‘hidden in plain sight’ attacks. This kind of innocuous detail can
often make or break a conviction, as quite clearly this attacker hid his network sniffing logs deep
within the system in a custom made directory. This kind of folder name may even make it much
more difficult for a script to process the file name, especially if control characters are used within the
name (the scripted application would not be able to process the string – unless specifically
programmed to do so, and hence simply ignore the maliciously intended filename or directory).
Theoretical Question:” If it really is this easy to hide the logs, why don’t all attackers do it? “
Often, many attackers will not think about the long term consequences of their actions and the
possible repercussions; although those that do will often take precautionary measures in order to
hide these files from view – or remove them entirely. The aforementioned quote is actually a very
interesting point. This is due to the datum that it highlights that the implementation of relatively
simple techniques could ultimately be able to hide relevant important facts from system
administrators or forensic investigators. Even being able to change file time and date stamps would
cause problems for this project, as most of the algorithms that are to be implemented are based
mostly on information that is stored textually throughout the system. Therefore in most cases, if the
attacker or administrator is technically skilled they may even be able to alter critical evidential
information that is held within the system.
“I carefully followed the instructions she had written down for me … and wiped clean all audit logs
so there would be no trace of my activities, effectively erasing my tracks.”xxvii (Mitnick, K. D., &
Simon, W. L. (2002)) Log items are extremely valuable pieces of information, and they are relatively
the only aspects of computer security that often connect an attack with a computer or user. If the
log files are successfully erased from the computer, then it will make the investigator’s job of proving
that an attack was initiated near impossible. Therefore any small changes that occur to a system
must also be accounted for; even the smallest detail may assist in convicting a suspect of tampering
with log files or system files – which is also a crime within itself.
Theoretical Question: “Are there any other ways to tell that these files previously existed, and if so,
would their existence highlight the fact that files had been removed?”
That is what this project is designed to find and test, whether the existence of other files, or the log
files themselves can prove that a crime has indeed been committed. Although the case may not
always be true with every application or program used, hopefully there will be a common instance
whereby a pattern of log file or system change is found. This will enable the investigator to prove
without a doubt, whether evidence has been tampered with, or whether a crime has even occurred.
Theoretical Question: “Is there no way of recovering data that has been deleted? “
With older hard drives, which are quite often still in use within today’s society, the information is
held upon magnetic platters. Therefore the data even if wiped over up to 34 times may still be
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retrievedxxviii. This information would still be available from the remaining magnetic resonance on
the actual hard disk platter itself - thereby demonstrating that the original conventional hard drive
was very useful, particularly in terms of forensic data recovery.

Figure 3 - The composition of a plattered hard disk drive

xxix

However, as society has progressed, so has the modern storage drive; today’s newest storage drive
is now most commonly known as a Solid State Drive or SSD. This type of storage device, stores the
information within integrated circuits that are built onto the circuit board itself. This means that
data retention upon deletion is relatively lower, as there are no forms of magnetic resonance to rely
on for data recovery.

Figure 4 - The composition of a Solid State Drive

xxx

By also internalising the storage of the information onto the flash ram chips, it has also made it more
difficult to examine the individual data. This has meant that, if a forensic investigator would like to
examine the actual data – they must physically remove the flash memory, and if already removed or
broken it would make it even more difficult to re-assemble due to the integrated nature of the chip.
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In figure 4, the graph illustrates a drive erasure method that has been discovered, which when used
appropriately on an SSD storage drive can erase beyond forensic recovery over 99% of all
information on an SSD storage device within 6 minutes of operation. Whereas this same method on
when used upon the HDD storage device, has an approximate 0% effect on the forensically
recoverable data. (Bell, G. and Boddington, R. (2010))

xxxi

Figure 5 - Solid State Drive versus Hard Disk Drive (New Data Erasure Method – ‘Garbage Collection’)
The X axis is denoted as time (seconds). The Y axis is denoted as approximate deleted percentage of the drive.

After having performed this erasure method, the SSD storage device was examined by a forensic
investigator, and was found to only contain 1,090 recovered files of 316,666 files prior to erasure.
(Bell, G. and Boddington, R. (2010))
Although not all methods of erasure will be similar, the obvious drawbacks for forensic science are
that, when this type of storage medium is combined with this new method of erasure – the
possibility of forensically recovering any types of files is infinitesimally low [exactly 0.3442%].
Accurate System Testing
Initially, upon further review of similar programs and applications, a few similar pieces of software
have been identified, comparable to the proposed scripted application project. This is a re-assuring
development, for where there is competition; there is a valid reason for development.
Log2timelinexxxii is one such application, which creates a single timeline, identifying various artefacts
and suspicious files within a file system. Although this tool is mostly Windows based, it is meant to
work in a similar way within Linux. Finding research projects such as this will help to accurately
develop and test the project’s implementation.
Digital Forensic Frameworkxxxiii offers an interesting and open source implementation in order to
recover ‘any kind’ of digital artefact. This will allow accurate testing and development by using these
already functional programs as a measuring standard of success, thereby increasing the accuracy.
Libforensicsxxxiv is another application, although this tool does not look like it has been developed for
the last two years. This is one of the major issues with open source, once the project works, if there
is not enough user participation – the developer may decide to stop the development and move on.
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Conclusion
In conclusion, although the usage, maintenance and support of certain Linux forensic tools are
limited there are still tools available which are correctly maintained. This will allow the development
of the project to proceed as expected, due to the ability to test the corresponding data between
both applications. By using this style of pair development, it will allow the incremental evolution of
the project, through having a known working application, and an unknown test application – where
correct data results will have to be replicated and furthered.
There are many good examples of attack tools, but not so many forensic Linux application examples
– especially ones which are still maintained. Also the lack of use or testing within Linux environments
is a rather worrying development, as even though the tool may work perfectly fine on other
operating systems, sadly there is less than a stable guarantee on Linux.
Often, research projects will no longer be developed, due to the current authors moving away from
the project or for unforeseen circumstances. Frequently though the source code will be left as open
source, and therefore if amendments or upgrades are required; another third party may make the
adjustments – but if this is not posted on the original website, other users may never come across
the new updates or versions of the same product.
There are many issues with open source products and developments, such that this project itself
cannot avoid – after development of this project is finished, who will maintain and distribute this
work? If there are bugs or problems with the code, would it be beneficial to maintain a site in order
to address these problems? Who takes over essential coding, the community or the user?
This project should help to address some of the gaps that currently reside within the market of
forensic analysis tools for the Linux operating system; by being able to provide assistance to a very
limited field, there should be extremely interesting developments. Also through the provision of
Linux forensic tools to the open source community, it should help to increase awareness, and further
methodologies for the identification and processing of Linux forensic artefacts.
There is also a significant lack of research/ educational resources within this field/ niche market.
Having been hard pressed to find any relevant recent research information, older, more generic –
but still relevant sources of information have been used. These sources of information have not
changed for the last period, due to the Linux operating system still keeping its same historic layout
(from UNIX to Linux).
There are some very relevant, but slightly older publications that were being considered for inclusion
– due to the fact that they are indeed highly relevant; although they are past their acceptable use-by
date. There are also some key differentials between the current & historic operating system layout.
The problem of Linux forensics is an on-going issue, from development, support and compatibility to
project funding, scope and integration with existing current forensic tools. Many projects, once
stable are no longer updated – and therefore the community and industry does not progress. By
increasing the usage once more of Linux, it should help to increase development and interest within
the operating system platform. This project could become an on-going developmental resource, to
be uploaded and maintained. The offensive and defensive applications of this product are very wide
ranging, and will help to develop a further understanding of the current state of forensic security.
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Validation of current Test software
One of the main problematic parts of this project was to correctly, and incrementally test each part
of the application. These tests were developed and carried out in order to provide a quantifiable
measure of the actual results seen. Therefore both basic and advanced testing was carried out in
order to provide the required set of results.
Testing whilst performing systems development is a necessary part of production, helping to
understand and incrementally progress the application; allowing for iterative and continual
improvements to occur to the product. Testing also defines the validity, and helps illustrate the
anticipated and achievable results. Therefore, test results are highly valuable, as key enhancements
cannot occur without understanding where flaws emerge, additionally the ability to prove that
results are accurate and relevant adds to the provenance of the scripted application.

Forensic Methodology
Overview
The forensic methodology used within the project, was developed in order to provide a new
procedure of accurately identifying and acquiring results in a Linux/ UNIX based environment. This
methodology is based on the premise that all data held within the system is character or string
based information. Therefore artefacts are found through the use of inbuilt search tools and the
application of regular expressions upon these queries. The logic engine which has been created,
offers a unique way of classifying the relevancy of the individual results. The original query specified
by the user, acts as the main focus of the investigation, and from there additional information can be
specified in order to expand or contract the scope of the inquiry.
1. The system is examined for
pertinent strings and characters

2. Unfiltered results are collected, then
iteratively processed and categorized.

“/./tmp/logs/attack.txt:nmap attack log.

64 hosts scanned. 443/tcp port open, vulnerable “

3. Results are processed, and assigned a relevancy rating based on
keywords/ symbolic terms; lists are then created of each category.
“/./tmp/logs/attack.txt:nmap attack log.

64 hosts scanned. 443/tcp port open, vulnerable “

4. The lists of categories, results and file structures
are then collated into a single portable report, of
either HTML or text type.
This allows for reports to be generated dynamically
and instantly for each system, and is only limited by
the respective computational resources available.
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Risk Management
Overview
What was the hardest part of the project?
The most difficult part of this project, was actually writing the report. There are many other
immediately rewarding things that an individual can do, however the consistent and constant
development of this project was rather difficult to maintain. The scripted application was an easier
to manage example of development, due to the interesting, challenging and rewarding nature of the
work. Documenting the work has proven not to be such a rewarding endeavour, however from postreflection of the work, many errors/ issues can be understood and different ways of improving the
product can be identified.
Time management, and efficiency of time allocation
Overall time was rather well managed; however it could have been improved if there had been a
much more structured approach to our development in the second term. The belief exists that we
should keep the project tutorial classes running through both semesters of teaching. These classes
were very beneficial in the development, and gradual increase of the project. These helped initial
growth of the project, and it is the view of this project, that these incremental reflective sessions
should be maintained throughout the course of the taught year.
Another example of an efficient use of time was to ignore the project lectures provided, and perform
the entirety of the project without any extraneous information being absorbed. By not attending the
lecture, another full day of working from home was made possible; this allowed me roughly 2 -3 full
days of development per week in order to complete the project successfully. A ten minute session
with a supervisor per week is not enough to develop a third year project; nor is a one hour project
lecture where it takes two hours to commute. Third year students should be given academic priority!
Evaluation & Conclusion
Although ignoring the project lecture was beneficial, at times it was also risky too. There is a reason
why many students fail the course, and it is often not to do with their own lack of intelligence, but
the lack of guidance, support and communication they receive. Consistent, timely updates as to the
current required state of the project, and its development by the course co-ordinator should be
mandatory; As stated, although ignoring the additional information, it may also be assumed that this
is a slightly more risky endeavour, due to not being informed of looming deadlines; or work that may
be required in order to fully secure a complete and valid project. It also places heavier reliance on
the individuals own development, and understanding of the project; both allowing for new
developments relating to differential, alternative points of view, however more risk is also allocated
to the individual through the self-reliance required.
Another issue was that a popular tool known as the LOIC (Low Orbit Ion Cannon)xxxv is currently
unsupported and was based on a fictional energy weapon concept whereby multiple units provide a
high target diversions factorxxxvi. Like the fictional weapon, many users are encouraged to use this
product together in digital meetings termed ‘operations’. Their high attacker to target ratio’s also
allow the users to take down larger targets by working together as a collective. This is a binary file,
and therefore currently unsupported by the scripted application; this may be supported in future…
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Architecture Design
Overview
"On a UNIX system, everything is a file; if something is not a file, it is a process." (M. Garrels,
2006)xxxvii As a Linux system is entirely based around text, whether stored as a string or an integer all
values are held within files. If it is not a file, then as stated – it is a process (which often cannot be
interrupted). Therefore from this small piece of information, the assumption is made, that the
contents of a Linux/ UNIX hard drive may be enumerated very easily. This was the concept through
which this software project was conceived. The fact that strings held within files would be able to
identify compromised systems or those which had been used for attack purposes, by dynamically
searching through every file (ignoring all processes currently running), using specific search criteria,
we are able to - similar to a search engine - return results based on a ratings value system using
keywords. Search enginesxxxviii enumerate the results, looking for keywords and returning hits; the
scripted application uses data miningxxxix to examine the hard drive, returning results based on
keywords and provides them with a relevancy rating. This method of analysis also tests for false
positives, allowing for incorrect results to be ignored; all keywords used by the scripted application
can easily be edited by competent users.
Purpose of design
The purpose of this design was to make a package-able scripted tool which could in future be
distributed to other people around the world through the use of a dedicated development website.
This would allow the idea to spread, and help create develop the Linux community. This
development would be beneficial for the whole, as it signifies a move towards development using a
widely unknown and a currently esoteric operating system.
Critique of proposed design
The design of the package has worked, although it has not been fully developed to community
standards. Other packages available currently can be installed into the operating system and then
run as if directly integrated with the main system structure. This project is deemed to be a package
installation as this is due to the scripted application coming with all files required for the HexaFind
project.xl
Although the package is usable currently, it has not been fully integrated into the system. This is
both a feature and a flaw of the scripted application; as applications which are fully integrated are
much more professional, however they change the contents of the system architecture - therefore
this may not be so useful for a project which is based around forensic concepts of data integrity.
As the developer of this product, it is rather vexing not to be able to fulfil the pre-ingrained idea that
to be a proper release the scripted application must conform to the ideals formally and informally
established by the community.xli These being that to be a proper professional release, the
application may be referred to directly via a single command on the command line.
However, real time further evaluation of this dichotomy reveals that actually the “socially correct” or
‘cultural norm’ way of developing this packaged application is not actually correct for this
application’s purpose. Although defying the current cultural norms, the scripted application actually
concurs with previous key UNIX developer’s thoughts and ideas relating to the development of
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scripted applications within Linux. Most notably, this scripted application was – unbeknownst to the
developer – mostly developed in line with the ideals of Mike Gancarz who published the book “Linux
and the Unix Philosophy”. (GANCARZ, M. 2003) xlii
In his nine tenets of the UNIX philosophy, Gancarz describes the ideal solutions for creating scripted
applications in both metaphors and direct discussion of program architecture…
“Small is beautiful.” (GANCARZ, M. 2003), is the first tenet which states that extremely large objects
or applications are invariably inflexible. Small objects however are more likely to be easily combined
with others to create new and often rather peculiarly unique objects. Although some of the scripts
within the project are large, they are all less than 9,000 bytes of data and collectively the application
is only 30 Kilobytes in total.
“Make each program do one thing well.” (GANCARZ, M. 2003) the second tenet of the definitive
book, describes that each program should be created for a single purpose. Much like within the
human body, where different types of cells perform singular operations and there is no single cell
which performs all these operations. Scripted applications are to be treated as individual separate
modules within the system, reducing complexity & inflexibility. Therefore this scripted application
has been divided into its modules, and further sub-divided into its methods and variables. The main
script calls the module, and the module performs each method’s individual macroscopic role within
the program. The sum of the methods performed is the action.
“Build a prototype as soon as possible.” (GANCARZ, M. 2003) the third tenet, has always been a key
aspect of the authors principles – where the prototype is created, refined and then the plans for the
program are drawn from its current operation. Following rigid design structures does not allow for
effective, flexible program architecture designs to occur. Many people often create the prototype
which leads to the working solution, then and only then do they document their work. However
societal norms say that this is not possible, whereas realistic development within Computer Science
never follows a predefined set procedure. This project is testament to these previous statements.
“Choose portability over efficiency.” (GANCARZ, M. 2003) the fourth tenet dictates that portability is
a key measure of efficacy on the popularity of UNIX. Much like the wide spread usage of Java which,
in order to be portable loads all libraries. Therefore, portable coding is required in order to make the
scripted application a successful endeavour; by means of using only the most generic components
within the Linux system, this code could even be used on Macintosh OSX (which is based on UNIX).
“Store data in flat text files.” (GANCARZ, M. 2003) the fifth tenet describes that portable data is
extremely important, and almost nearly as significant as portable coding. Definition of a flat text file:
“A flat text file is a simple form of data storage in a file comprised of plain text, much like a database.
Each data field is separated by comma, space, tab, or new-line delimiters. Relationships or multiple
tables cannot be maintained within the flat text file.”xliii Within the project, the operational data was
stored in flat text files as an output of the actions performed; however, the report data is
[optionally] placed into a structured HTML file – so that the data may be read and understood
visually in a professional presentable format.
“Use software leverage to your advantage.” (GANCARZ, M. 2003) the sixth tenet shows that code reuse is a highly valuable aspect of development; due to the quick ability to create projects using the
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same code which has been created previously. Specific block modules of code which can be re-used
for many different applications or scripts are extremely valuable, as multiple projects can be built
entirely from the same code. If the reader refers to the flowchart designs of this project, they will
often notice that for many aspects of comparison, code re-use is very visible within the application.
“Use shell scripts to increase leverage and portability.” (GANCARZ, M. 2003) the seventh tenet
instructs the developer to use shell scripts instead of entire C# programs. This allows the system to
be highly portable, also meaning that the scripts do not also need to be compiled for each
heterogeneous system environment. Coding in BASH [Bourne Again SHell] allows a high amount of
homogeneity and portability over some very diverse systems – part of the reason for the creation of
‘BASH’ was the stimulation of creativity, and the ability to run scripts without iterative
modification.xliv Therefore, this project has also adhered to this tenet; all scripts written within the
application are bash scripts and therefore highly portable.
“Avoid captive user interfaces.” (GANCARZ, M. 2003) the eighth tenet illustrates to the developer
that it is ideal, not to hold the user captive whilst requiring input to proceed. However, this being a
textual interface program, the only method to input information is via the command line. Therefore
another dichotomy is presented, whereby the user must be made captive so as to capture their
answer correctly. If as suggested by this tenet, the user was able to run commands whilst requiring
the input of information then errors could occur and the script may enter into an unknown state.
This tenet is most probably directed at graphical user interfaces (which are mentioned) – and
therefore may not apply wholly to textual interfaces, as this would present a logical fallacy.
“Make every program a filter.” (GANCARZ, M. 2003) the ninth and final tenet reflects the operation
of the scripted application, as the tenet describes, programs should only modify data they play no
part in its creation. However, this scripted application takes in data from the collection of results,
and creates a 3d pie-chart using that information. The pie chart does not exist before this, but only
in command statements – therefore it could be inferred, that the commands for the creation of the
pie chart, is/ are the raw data before it is modified into the pie chart; however finicky this may be.

Object Oriented Design Overview
Final Design
The final design of the project is shown below; these flowchart diagrams are examples of the
operation of each and every single module within the scripted application. Each separate scripted
module can operate independently, but generally requires the co-operation of multiple different
modules in order to function correctly. Other scripted modules were created, but have been omitted
from this specification of the final design; these other modules will be described and evaluated later
on, in order to identify where the scope of the project was misconceived and its current direction.
The final relevant five different modules are:






Main.sh – The main program module to run the other scripted modules.
Trace.sh – The forensic fingerprinting module, in order to identify the attack traces.
Report.sh – The basic text reporting module, originally designed to be extremely portable.
Report_html.sh – The new HTML reporting module, created from Report.sh.
Pie3d_v2.sh – The 3rd party 3D pie chart creation script updated and edited for this project.
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Start
$ ./main.sh

The main module
(Main.sh) runs other
scripted modules with
the user specified mode
of operation, iteratively
until they return an error
code other than zero. If
the error code is equal to
zero, the main module
enters into the original
scripted ‘running’
operational loop.

End
(Exit Code 0)

Display HexaFind ASCII Logo

Choose
Operational Mode

Check if $script
Exit Code is equal
to Zero

NO

Read
$mode

Choose
Script to Run

Read
$script

‘main’
method

Run $script in $mode
‘run’
method
Figure 6 - Main.sh: Main scripted program module, designed to run other scripted modules
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Start
$ ./trace.sh

The forensic fingerprinting module
(Trace.sh) searches and enumerates the
contents of the local hard drive in order to
provide unfiltered results, which are later
converted, filtered and classified by the
same module. After all results have been
processed, the specified reporting module
is run.

Display Trace ASCII Logo

Create variables & files

Read
$tool

Clean the temporary files

‘trace’ method

YES

Check if $tool is
equal to a blank
variable

Read
$tool_file

Read
$tool

Find all tools in
$attack_file within
the local hard drive

Find $tool in the
local hard drive

‘File_struct’ method

YES

Check if $tool is
equal to a blank
variable
Read
$tool

Read
$tool_file

Find the $tool file
structures in the
local hard drive

Find all file
structures of
$attack_file within
the local hard drive

‘convert’ method
Page 21

Convert the results for
processing

Figure 7 - Trace.sh: initial start-up and user input stage
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‘display’ method
The logic engine used is proprietary; it functions in
the following manner: An argument is provided by
the user (known as the query), e.g. the name of a
specific attack tool (“nmap”), or a null string (“”) –
for all known tools, is specified as the query. The
unfiltered results are iteratively held and processed
in a ‘for loop’ – the loop continues until all results
have been processed. Within this loop, there are a
series of further logical tests, the first being a null
strings check, whereby if null - then all tools
specified in the attack list are checked.

Process the results

Increment the $stage variable &
attack tool variable

Compare the $tool to each
entry in the results

Compare the results to each
entry in the $attack_file

Compare the results to each
entry in the $keywords_file

If the string is not null, then the entries within the
unfiltered results file are processed against the contents
of the attack list. For each matching term on the attack
tool list, a relevancy rating of one star (+1) is added to the
individual result. After this first processing stage has
passed, the partially filtered result is compared against
the keywords list – irrespective of a null query, also
known as the second stage of operation. Again, for each
matching term on the keywords list, a relevancy rating of
one star (+1) is added to the individual result.

YES

Check if $tool is
equal to a blank
variable

Increment the $stage variable &
attack tool variable

Increment the $stage variable &
keyword count variable

Check if the $stage
variable is greater
than zero

Compare the results to each
entry in the $false_positives file

Check if all results
have been
processed

YES

NO

Clean the pie chart data files

Calculate Pie Chart Percentages
and write them to Trace.dat

Page 22

Page
22

Run
./report_html.sh
passing the total
number of results

Figure 8 - Trace.sh: Main logic structure and comparison of user inputs
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‘display’ method

Page 21

Check if the
$stage variable is
<=2

NO

YES

The third stage of operation is testing for false positives; the
result is compared to a false positive file, whereby specific
terms are set, and therefore any results which contain these
have their false variable incremented and are subsequently
removed from the eventual filtered, processed, dataset;
regardless of the relevancy rating.

Display OK and set the log file
to SAFE

NO

Check if the
result is a false
positive

YES

Display FALSE & set the log file
to FALSE

Increment the number of false
results

Increment the number of safe
results

Check if the
$stage variable is
>2 && <4

Log the result to the set file

NO

YES

Display WARNING and set the
log file to WARNING

The fourth stage of operation is classification. Here,
results are classified into their respective category and
logged to their corresponding results file. This operation
continues until all results have been processed.

Check if the
result is a false
positive

NO

YES

Display FALSE & set the log file
to FALSE

Increment the number of false
results

Increment the number of
suspicious results

Check if the
$stage variable is
>= 4

Log the result to the set file

Break
(Exit Code 1)

YES

Display FALSE & set the log file
to FALSE

YES

NO

Display INVESTIGATE and set
the log file to INVESTIGATE

These ratings are based on the inclusion of certain symbolic words. This method of analysis also tests for false
positives, allowing for incorrect results to be ignored. All keywords used by the scripted application can easily be
edited by competent users. The results are based on a ratings value system which uses keywords.

NO

Check if the
result is a false
positive

Increment the number of false
results

Increment the number of
investigative results

Log the result to the set file

Figure 9 - Trace.sh: Logical string comparison engine
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Start
$./report_HTML.sh
Retrieve total
number of
results from
Trace.sh

Append the
3D pie chart
to the report

Set variables

Run ./pie3d_v2.sh
[3d Pie Chart
Creation script]

Create variables & files

Create the report file’s HTML
header structure

Process the results files

Check if current
list is the safe
results list

NO

Check if current
list is the warning
results list

Clean the report file

NO

Check if current
list is the
investigate list

Check if current
list is the false
results list

NO

NO

Check if all results
have been
processed

Report.html

YES

‘report’ method
Figure 10 - Report_html.sh: HTML Report Creation Script
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Create the report file’s HTML
footer structure

If otherwise specified, the HTML reporting module
(Report_html.sh) can be run. This module formats
the textual reports into a presentable HTML
format, and also runs the 3rd party 3D pie chart
scripted module in order to simplify and visualize
the dataset.

NO

Check if current
list is the file
structures list

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

Append current list to HTML
report

By default, the textual reporting module
(Report.sh) shall be run. This module offers a
textual output, which is similar to that displayed
through the console to the user; making it useful
for command line only deployments which have
absolutely no access to a graphical user interface.

Display “Err0r!”

End
(Exit Code 0)

NO

The HexaFind Project

Start
$ ./pie3d_v2.sh
Retrieve the
pie data
results from
Trace.dat

Pie3d_v2.sh is the modified 3rd party 3D pie
chart script, this is run by the HTML reporting
module, but can be run independently;
however, data is required to first be placed
into a structured text file in order to define
the visual layout of the 3D pie chart.

Set variables

Set the background colour

This pie chart script originally did not work,
and therefore modification and updates were
required in order to ensure that the script
functioned properly. The changes made to
the script, allowed for further UNIX flexibility.

Set the shadow colour

Iteratively specify the different
colour segments of the pie

Iteratively label the different
segments

Run gnuplot with
the pre-set
specified data

Output the results as
Scalable Vector
Graphics (pie.svg)

Figure 11 - Pie3d_v2.sh: 3D Pie Chart Creation with gnuplot
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Evaluation, Critique and Conclusion
This project’s development occurred over approximately 1 year, the scripted applications were
prototyped, and then iteratively developed using the pre-described development methods [Fig.1].
The object oriented design of the scripted application used methods and functions to quickly create
similar features within the scripted application.
Removed/ Omitted Scripted Application Modules
Many different modules, which were originally created, have been omitted from the final project,
due to the re-definition of its scope. These modules are briefly described below, with some program
flow chart examples being given.
The different modules which have been removed from the final product are:





filesig.sh – This script identifies different file types, through comparison of file signatures.
fsplit.sh – Created in order to split and inject a file into many other files within a directory.
passwd.sh – A type of directory listing script, creating password lists from file structures.
identify.sh – Designed to find file structures of attack tools – still possibly quite relevant…

The deprecated filesig.sh example:
The flow chart below [Fig. 13] depicts a deprecated example of a script that was no longer required
and was extraneous to the project. Its original inclusion was due to the fact that the original tool set
had been designed with an extremely different purpose in mind. However, that being the case – this
scripted module was now surplus to requirement, and therefore could easily be removed from the
entire project.
Thus, below as a deprecated module its inclusion is merely for historical purposes, and its demise
notates the desire to redefine the project. Its removal also indicates the narrowing of the scope of
the project, to a more succinct and efficient program model.
Release specifications
With these changes the scripted application has also decreased in size from 7192 bytes to 5793
bytes. The total release size after including the release notes, change log and also GNU open source
license is 16 Kilobytes. This package can be downloaded and then run instantly from any Linux/ UNIX
computer. The release is also provided on the internet, to all visitors who access the official project
website [hexafind.com]. Whilst this project is underway, the scripted application and its contents are
currently password protected; in order to protect its source code content from view by crawling
engines/ spiders. This will help to keep the source code unique, ensuring plagiarism does not occur.

Figure 12 - The hexafind.rar official release package
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Start
$ ./filesig.sh

Set variables

Retrieve the
results by
listing the
directory

List possible files to examine

Display request for user input

Process $file

Display $file’s header

Display $file’s HEX Content

Display $file’s ASCII Content

Identify the file

Check for match
of file’s header in
the signature list

YES

Display Match Results

NO

NO

Check if all results
have been
processed

End
(Exit Code 0)

YES

Figure 13 - Deprecated script example: FileSig.sh
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Implementation
Overview
The product’s implementation was a steady slow pace of iterative and incremental development,
amassed over a period of one year which surmounted to the current scripted application. The
development was a constant and gradual occurrence; in all honesty, originally, large modules of the
project were coded with a very different purpose. “Dr Diane Gane: Forensic project - uses a number
of attack tools and then identifies the digital fingerprint left by each of these tools, applying forensics
techniques. Develop a systematic methodology for detecting specific attack tools.”
Without consulting the lecturer who had suggested the project, development began; originally
believing that this project was to create new attack tools/ forensic methods of attack locally on Linux
machines… then detect the evidential finger prints of the attack which had been left on the drives. It
would then be the aim of this project to find the hexadecimal traces – hence why the project was
originally named ‘HexaFind’. From re-reading the above quote, it can become quite obvious as to
how this original misconception of the actual requirements and aim of the project came about. This
was not indeed the correct assumption, although thankfully, the development of the main project
segment was put on hold for three months, whilst the author travelled to extremely remote regions
of the South Pacific (where connecting to his own server was impossible – due to latency restrictions
via satellite communications uplinks).
After returning from these intrepid expeditions, the project’s aim and scope was quickly clarified by
the supervising lecturer. This meant that many changes were made to the project which would
otherwise not have occurred; and could have led to the incorrect development of the final product –
resulting of course in a total re-work of the scripted application. Many adjustments were made after
re-clarifying the scope, objectives and aims. This meant that the project’s development was well
focused, and accurate as to its real purpose. It was actually beneficial to have these stalled/ lag
periods in development of the scripted application – as redefinition helped to refocus development.
Methodology
The methodology [Fig1.] used was also used within industry for the development of similar scripted
applications. This improvement methodology was used to fix and correctly develop a half million
dollar product, used within a major company [50,000+ employees] in the City of London within the
author’s industry placement year. Therefore, previous experience has shown this to be a valuable,
tried and tested methodology. The proof can be found online [Fig.14]. As this quote suggests “Today,
the entire CFS [Customer Facing Services] network is mapped out within Skybox and we can see
exactly where everything is in terms of connectivity and ensure all is in compliance” (Thomson
Reuters, 2011) that certain companies take network security very seriously. This was an extremely
beneficial year, as it has helped to develop the author’s own ability to write shell scripts, and
scripted applications. Also, through experience developing internal corporate websites, this has
helped in the creation of the product’s own brand image, logo and website. This has assisted in the
specific definition of the product and its own usage. Therefore, this methodology has already been
successful in industry, thus it has also been applied to the progression of this project. This has
allowed the author to have complete and unfettered control over the content displayed and the way
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in which the tool’s results are processed. Please see the image below, for an example of a company’s
opinion on the current software implementation. This is a highly relevant, “illustrative example”.

Fi g ur e 1 4 - S k y b o x S e c urity a n d its us e c as e a n al y sis

xlv

Identification of Errors
With the incremental development of any project there are always errors encountered, and certain
aspects never work as projected. Therefore in line with the pre-described improvement
methodology, we shall discuss exactly how the ability to identify errors within the scripted
application came about.
Theoretical Question:” How was it possible to identify the errors within the application without
having a pre-defined, structured concept of the ideal end result? “
The program was developed incrementally, and not having a structured pre-defined inflexible
anticipated result meant that the program’s flexibility could be catered around the eventual output.
Therefore, whatever this output may be, the scripted applications have adapted around the results.
All results retrieved by the scripted application are based around the semantics of language or
symbolic notationxlvi; rather than attempting to find related but not symbolically or semantically
linked strings/ artifacts which have recently been created. This is a more inaccurate methodology
when concerning in-vivo or in-vitro systems due to the processes within Linux which create and edit
files. Therefore the scripted application instead directly relies on symbolically/ semantically related
files which contain information related to the operation of the network attack tools specified by the
user or by default. As this scripted application has progressed, so has the target end result become
more strictly defined; adapting both the program and results achieved, achieving a specific,
quantifiable measure.
Theoretical Question:” How can this methodology be valid, if you do not examine recently edited or
created files? “
The methodology is valid; due to the fact that the recently edited/ created files are still examined,
except without the main premise that their identification be based around file time stamps, which
are easily modifiable. The author has personally seen examples of system administrators who were
able to edit files time stamps to make the files appear unchanged; even though MD5 hash
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comparisons of the files showed that their contents had inextricably changed [this was often done to
whitewash omissions in coding]. Therefore, rather than identifying files/ artifacts which have been
marked as created or modified, the basis of the local search is founded instead on the semantic/
symbolic link between the file or its content’s and the network tool(s) specified as the search query.
Atomically Fix Errors
Applying atomicity to implementation helps to provide atomic operations regarding development
which may otherwise be interrupted. Therefore the application of a fix to the project, as specified
within [Fig.1] of the four stage development model must not be interrupted as its interruption may
render the solution incompatible or incorrect. Thus, the final thesis is derived that when fixing an
issue or error, the solution must be applied and executed as a single step, without interruption;
failure to do so may cause human errors to occur or the entire loss of the actual fix proposed. As
stated “…memory failure owes more to interference from irrelevant information than to an inability
to focus on relevant information.” In addition to the statement that: "It is also necessary to filter
distractions. Otherwise, our capacity-limited short-term memory system will be overloaded." xlvii
Therefore the human being – whatever age, as the implementation tool, should ignore distractions
and interruptions that may occur. This is in order to increase the accuracy of their work ensuring
that the fixes or resolutions that have been identified are applied properly. Failure to do this may
even create more errors, as if the fix operation is not carried out atomically, the person may be
interrupted. Thus they may either forget the solution or save the application in its current state
where interrupted – in some cases causing the application to actually become non-functional. This
however can also be argued as another example of why unstructured development should not be
used as the primary method for the progression of the scripted application. Although not a perfect
development methodology, the system works when the prescribed rules are strictly followed.
Human beings, unlike computers do not have the ability to save current memory to a physical drive.
Apply Innovation
The application of random innovation helped to incrementally improve the product through the
addition of newer and more complex methods or examples. This allowed iterative additional
adaptations of code to include more efficient/ precise operations in order to perform the same or
different functions with higher levels of efficacy. Planning may often stifle innovation, and as a slight
perfectionist the author found that a lack of planning helped to create innovation without rigidity.
Application of innovative new practices also creates new sub-cultures of advancement through
communities, as seen through practical experience whereby a whole working culture can change.
Theoretical Question:” If you created the prototype before setting out a final program structure,
would it not be safe to assume that development was unplanned and slightly random? “
Although not notated, the idea around the product was held within the author’s mind. Therefore
changes and adaptations to the product were easy to make, as its definition was defined through
plasticity. Being unplanned, also allowed the project to adapt better to unplanned events; these
could have de-railed/ destroyed the project had it not been so malleable. Random mutations as to
animals is much like random innovation to coded programs or scripted applications; however the
main key difference is that random innovation is in some way intended (by design) to be beneficial
to the use or application of the product, whereas random evolutionary mutations occur whether
beneficial or not to an organism.xlviii
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Backwards Compatibility
The scripted application also required that backward compatibility be maintained. This meant that if
an operating system with only a basic set of commands or instruction set accessible was to be used
with the product, the scripted application would still be able to run without any errors or
fundamental issues arising. This also means that rather than being open to only a single
distribution’s user community, it would be available to all users which had UNIX installed, and
therefore any further derivatives of the original scripted application would inherently be able to use
it. This system was tested first on CentOS, which is a rebuilt version of Red Hat Enterprise Linux.
From there, the system was incrementally tested on each system above, and it has also been noted
that some key specific improvements from the evaluation of this scripted application are possible.
One such improvement would be the addition of a system check module, whereby certain packages
which are used for both the display, and or creation of the graphical, presentation resources are
created or negated based on the current environment that the system is being run from/ on.
However, upon further consideration – it would be best to actually just ask the user what they want.
This will be documented as an improvement in-vivo; therefore it will be part of the final project, and
thus an additional aspect of the completed deliverable scripted application. The reason for this addon is due to the current script not meeting all requirements, such as fundamental aspects of
backwards compatibility. This additional component from whence forth, shall be known as the
‘output_type’ method, which will be included in the updated version of this report as an additional
method within ‘trace.sh’

‘output_type’ method
Trace.sh

Display request
for output type

Input
$output
type
Check if
$output blank

NO

YES
Default
$output to text
output

Check
$output type
Text

Run
./report.sh

HTML

Set $output to
HTML

Run
./report_HTML.sh

Figure 15 - 'output_type' file type check method
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Core programming concepts used
Many different aspects of programming concepts have been encapsulated within this project, briefly
a few of these will be discussed to display a valid and in-depth knowledge of the subject as
demonstrated by the project.
Described below, are some core fundamental programming conceptsxlix which are currently used
within the project. The source code is one such inherent part of the actual scripted application, due
to this being the main content that makes up the written instructions for the computer to perform.
Another concept, is data types – whereby different classifications of data are held, such as strings or
integers; this script separates each data type, and there is no cross contamination due to the way in
which the application has been programmed (strings and integers are tested separately). Many
scripts allow for integers to be processed as strings, therefore great care and attention was taken to
avoid this programming mistake from being made.
Many items or values of data are held both temporarily and permanently within the scripted
application as ‘variables’. Within the scripted application, some of these variables are either global
or local variables, whereby global variables [also known as constants] are defined once, at the start
of initialization, whereas local variables are defined for use only within a specific loop.
Loops are another interesting concept; these portions of code iteratively repeat until a certain
condition [most often finite] is met. This allows the same repetitive iterative task to be automated.
Within the project’s scripted application, the loop is mostly used for enumeration and also iterative
conditional branching.
Conditional statements are a segment of code which only will prove true when a certain preprogrammed value or condition is met. Conditional branching is the application of a conditional
statement to a branch operation – effectively creating a set of logic gates based on the scripted
premise. Expressional testing and conditional branching is a key part of the source codes operation.
Arrays are variables that comprise a list of associated values, separated by a generic delimiter, such
as tabs, spaces or commas. This is a rather important part of the scripted application, as many of the
conditional loops operate using arrays as the main medium in order to store all the required values.
These lists of variables also allow unique resources to be referred to by other listed values.
Functions are defined segments of coding that are used in order to perform particular tasks. Often,
these tasks are required to be performed iteratively, therefore instead of multiple arbitrary calls to
perform the same task; a single call can be performed in order to call a set of tasks. Also, structuring
sets of related tasks into a single function can also help to create a clearer operational design.
Regular expressions (S. C. Kleene, 1956)l were first theorized in 1956, and they clearly describe the
notation of regular expression which is a way to illustrate the algebra of regular sets of set notation.
This is an advanced form, a more complex version of information processing that we see used today;
even when using a search engine, the advanced search feature provides a graphical user interface –
which is actually just simplified versions of regular expressions. Regex is used within the project in
order to identify the correct file locations/ strings for processing, and also construct the report into a
presentable HTML friendly output. Therefore, rather than just uses for robot-ology or mathematics,
regex also provides useful ways of obtaining the required conditions or search pattern.
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Development & implementation style
The project was developed in line with the author’s own style, ideas and personality. Many of the
choices made in regards to development and implementation were due to influences from the
author’s year in industry. Other factors were also the ability to complete the scripted application, in
a practiced and known coding language and environment. This has allowed for the quick
development of this tool, and the identification of its need and usefulness within industry.
Evaluation, Critique and Conclusion
The big data sets to be used were quite often over one hundred times the physical size of the
original application, and therefore a key requirement was efficiency. Another issue encountered was
being able to accurately process each individual result, and pipe the data stream to other scripted
applications to effectively process the unfiltered original results.
Originally the 3rd party 3D pie chart creation script did not work correctly (as the software had since
been updated after its original creation, making the implementation incompatible with the most
recent version of ‘gnuplot’.)
XML was also initially chosen as the language of choice for presentation and processing, however
with testing, it became apparent that this was not the most ideal visual format. Thus HTML
succeeded the failed XML implementation, and is the current visual format of choice.
This method of analysis also tests for false positives, allowing for incorrect results to be ignored. All
symbolic words used by the scripted application can easily be edited by competent users; although
this is not ideal, an investigator should be fully versed in the usage of Linux operating systems before
embarking on the use of this scripted application.
These results and their categories are then calculated as a percentage of the total, being finally used
to dynamically create the 3D pie chart via the amended 3rd party script. Finally all results are
collated; the investigator is then presented with the option of choosing between HTML or text
output. The report file is dynamically generated in order to present the investigator’s findings in a
portable and highly compatible manner.

Testing and Evaluation
Overview
Testing and evaluation was carried out on a needs basis, and therefore individual test systems were
created and developed in order to house the scripted application. These tests are shown below:Test plan
1. Iteratively test and check each trace result, and ensure the script is accurate and relevant.
2. Develop the 3D pie chart
3. Test and check the reporting scripts
4. Validate the use of VirtualBox software and it’s read-only claims
5. Ensure that all aspects of the script are functional and accurate
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Iterative review and check of each result
This is an example of the output which has been developed from a single character stream; therefore the final example find algorithm used is shown below.
[root@localhost scripts]# find /. -type f ! -path /./selinux\* -and ! -path /./dev\* -and ! -path /./proc\* -and ! -path /./sys\* -and ! -path /./home\* -print | xargs grep -i 'nmap' | grep -v 'Binary file'
/./etc/selinux/targeted/modules/active/file_contexts:/usr/bin/nmap -- system_u:object_r:traceroute_exec_t:s0
/./etc/selinux/targeted/modules/active/file_contexts.template:/usr/bin/nmap -- system_u:object_r:traceroute_exec_t:s0
/./etc/selinux/targeted/contexts/files/file_contexts:/usr/bin/nmap -- system_u:object_r:traceroute_exec_t:s0
/./etc/selinux/targeted/contexts/x_contexts:event X11:UnmapNotify
system_u:object_r:client_xevent_t:s0
/./etc/unicornscan/ports.txt:nmap
689/tcp NMAP
/./etc/unicornscan/ports.txt:nmap
689/udp NMAP
/./etc/unicornscan/ports.txt:rnmap
3418/tcp Remote nmap
/./etc/unicornscan/ports.txt:rnmap
3418/udp Remote nmap
/./etc/gconf/schemas/desktop_gnome_peripherals_wacom.schemas: <key>/schemas/desktop/gnome/peripherals/wacom/pad-buttonmapping</key>
/./etc/gconf/schemas/desktop_gnome_peripherals_wacom.schemas: <key>/schemas/desktop/gnome/peripherals/wacom/stylus/buttonmapping</key>
/./etc/gconf/schemas/desktop_gnome_peripherals_wacom.schemas: <key>/schemas/desktop/gnome/peripherals/wacom/eraser/buttonmapping</key>
/./etc/gconf/gconf.xml.defaults/%gconf-tree.xml:
<entry name="pad-buttonmapping" mtime="1341680772" type="schema" stype="list" owner="gnome" gettext_domain="gnomesettings-daemon" list_type="int">

The original size of the data set, for a query of “nmap”, on my original CentOS system, where the script was developed and tested – returned a results file
with a line count of 9,989 lines, and 1,392,285 characters. Therefore, this is a big data set, which can take several hours to iteratively process correctly.
Filtering and processing each result:
There are four different categories of result within the filtered data set. These four categories compromise: OK [Safe] (Fig. 16.), Warnings [Suspicious] (Fig.
17.), Investigate [Malicious] (Fig. 18.), and False [Incorrect] (Fig. 19.). The respective category relevancy ratings are shown below:
(

), (
Where

), (
), (
is the number of matched keywords

).

Figure 16 - An OK [Safe] Result
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Figure 17 - A Warning [Suspicious] Result

Figure 18 - An Investigate [Malicious] Result

Figure 19- A False Positive [Incorrect] Result
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Development of the 3D pie chart [Pie3d_v2.sh]
Shown below, is the iterative and continual pie chart development progress, from original nonworking script to its current, most recently modified version – tested using ‘gnuplot’ version 4.6.
Stage of Development

Pie Chart Example

Original, unmodified output:

First change:
Changed base and shadow colour,
additionally edited segment label, X,Y
Origin view point. This shows the
original RGB colour scheme

Second change:
Added pie segments, creating a 3D
cylinder, using the CMY colour scheme

Third change:
Experimentation with using the RGB
colour scheme
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Fifth Change:
Edited the colour, hue and saturation
and used the HSV colour scheme

Sixth Change:
Edited colour, hue and saturation

Seventh Change:
Edited X, Y axis view point origin, colour
hue and saturation, also added the 3d
matrix mesh structure to the Pie chart,
and made the surface of the pie opaque

Eighth and Final Change:
Edited X, Y axis view point origin – due
to errors with labels disappearing,
also changed the labels & categories
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Textual and HTML Reporting Scripts
The textual reporting script was the original script used to test and develop the reports that were
produced by the tool. The textual output, and respectively the HTML output are shown below:

Figure 20 - HexaFind Textual Report Output [report.sh]

This textual reporting format is designed for Command Line Interface only applications, whereas the
HTML format is valid for all different types of operating system, and browser – thus more portable.

Figure 21 - The HexaFind HTML Report output file [report_HTML.sh]
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VirtualBox Project Testing Log
Test One: 01/02/2013 08:34
Clone, mount and ls then check MD5 hash of secondary disk.
Clone 03 VDI: Before
CRC32: B739C59E
MD5: 7515634F8B1DED307DF98851396145FA
SHA-1: 7F118A63B8A0FB9E6D1BE47467D64E1D9907469D
using HashCodes 64bit
Clone 03 VDI: After
CRC32: D33B2FF4
MD5: 531F939D5CA2F689B1B8345A2D44BABC
SHA-1: 1EAF7A5F7489BBFB5837EE6AB28EE4E3F1305B8C
using HashCodes 64bit
Hashes have changed! Therefore, even when only mounting and listing the contents of the drive; it does not
preserve the device state.
Test Two: 01/02/2013 08:56
MD5 secondary disk, modify it to be immutable, MD5 hash immutable disk, mount, ls and then check MD5
hash of secondary disk.
Clone 03 VDI: Before
CRC32: D33B2FF4
MD5: 531F939D5CA2F689B1B8345A2D44BABC
SHA-1: 1EAF7A5F7489BBFB5837EE6AB28EE4E3F1305B8C
using HashCodes 64bit

Clone 03 VDI: After Immutable (Read-Only)
CRC32: D33B2FF4
MD5: 531F939D5CA2F689B1B8345A2D44BABC
SHA-1: 1EAF7A5F7489BBFB5837EE6AB28EE4E3F1305B8C
using HashCodes 64bit

Clone 03 VDI: After Mounting and Listing
CRC32: D33B2FF4
MD5: 531F939D5CA2F689B1B8345A2D44BABC
SHA-1: 1EAF7A5F7489BBFB5837EE6AB28EE4E3F1305B8C
using HashCodes 64bit
Hashes have not changed! Therefore, the only way to preserve evidence is through using VirtualBox immutable
preservation. However, attempting to load an external device to an immutable system is not possible, therefore
the VirtualBox test implementation is flawed – as attempting to mount the removable device produces an error.
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VirtualBox Error Log
Date: 08/03/2013
Noted Errors with VirtualBox virtual machines: - Affects Ubuntu, OpenSuse, Mandriva and BackTrack.
When cloned, machines are not properly replicated, and therefore experience a loss of network connectivity.
Other issues to note: are that when cloned, certain core system processes no longer work properly, therefore
each virtual machine must be installed separately.
Many cloned machines encounter operational errors, similar to that of genetically cloned animalsli; therefore it is
most advisable that each machine is not cloned, but installed individually and separately.
Some networking issues also include cloned machines not properly resolving addresses, when the original
virtual machine experienced no errors. Therefore it cannot be an issue with the network configuration present
[as it is identical on both machines!].
Many, but not all machines have cloning process errors; therefore only certain operating systems will be used
for this process.
It is advisable that each system not be tested against whether or not the contents of the drive have changed, but
the quantifiable measure of results that each system produces with each number of attack tools installed.
-End of Log.-

VirtualBox System Testing
An example of an error discovered through VirtualBox testing is shown below, this error prompted
the development of the previously described in Fig. 15. – “'output_type' file type check method”.
Prompting the creation of the module, to stop this error from occurring on CLI based deployments.

Figure 22 - An error occurring when report_HTML.sh is run without checking gnuplot or bc compatibility first
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Calculable Testing – ArchLinux
From the report.txt created by running the script, and checking all tools on the ArchLinux VirtualBox
implementation the current quantifiable and measured result is obtained:
Category:
Number of Results:
Percentages:

OK
551
94.71dp%

Warning
30
5.21dp%

Investigate
1
0.21dp%

False
0
0

Total
582
100%

OK
Warning
Investigate
FALSE

Figure 23 - ArchLinux VirtualBox Trace Test Results

It should be noted, that no attack tools were installed on the Arch Linux installation; therefore with
refinement of the search criterion any inaccurate results could easily be reduced further.
Calculable Testing – Debian Linux
From the report.txt created by running the script and checking all tools on the Debian Linux
VirtualBox implementation the current quantifiable and measured result is obtained:
Category:
Number of Results:
Percentages:

OK
3098
72.91dp%

Warning
708
16.71dp%

Investigate
302
7.11dp%

False
142
3.31dp%

Total
4250
100%

OK
Warning
Investigate
FALSE

Figure 24 - Debian Linux VirtualBox Trace Test Results

Netcat was installed on the Debian Linux installation. The logs show that many incorrect ‘Warning’
or ‘Investigate’ results could be removed with additional ‘false positive’ keywords/ statements.
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After reviewing the logs, for a single tool – the belief occurred, that errors were present, it was
found that even with one additional false positive term specified, “debian_dists” this removed
approximately 766 incorrect results from the Warning and Investigate categories combined.
Category:
Number of Results:
Percentages:

OK
3098
72.91dp%

Warning
202
4.81dp%

Investigate
42
1.01dp%

False
908
21.41dp%

Total
4250
100%

OK
Warning
Investigate
FALSE

Figure 25 - Debian Linux VirtualBox Trace Test Results - Refined

Fig 25. Illustrates with proper competent usage this is a very useful tool for a forensic investigator.
Although more tests could have been performed, the tool has been iteratively developed, with each
segment of code being individually tested. Therefore, testing has occurred not only during
development, but also double checked after finalization of the scripted application has taken place.

Evaluation
One suggestion that has been made was that the application be moved from a system based tool, to
a remotely hosted application; meaning that files were submitted to the server via the internet, and
this would provide a remote means of transferring and investigating the data. Another concept was
that a web front end could provide the remote end user with an automated interaction, and the
system would be fully autonomous – reconnecting and mounting the remote specified system as a
logical extension of its current operating system. However this may make the server vulnerable to
attack via either suggested method. Conversely these changes would go against the original ethos of
the scripted application, designed as an open source tool, to help improve the Linux community.
Conclusion
Working with Linux/ Unix POSIX systems has provided an extremely homogenous, flexible
environment to work in. This also meant that the same application can be used across a wide variety
of distributions without changes being required for each additional system used. While the
application’s implementation is extremely humble, to design, develop and program the application
from inception has not been as easy as theorizing it’s operation.
Examples of similar work were impossible to find, and therefore the project has not been influenced
by others. The application was coded from scratch and great efforts were made to keep its operation
simple. Strides are being made to include more tools. Its operation and purpose is simple, a tool to
assist investigators in aggregating and elucidating key information from a big data set.
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Project Website
The website for the product is: http://www.hexafind.com/ lii please see the image [Fig.14], or visit
the site directly for more details regarding the product and the influences it has on the community.

Figure 26 - HexaFind.com Official Project Website

The project site, since opening has consistently received over 1,500 hits per week [Fig.15]. With this
average below, we can predict that over the course of 52 weeks [1 year] a minimum total of just
over 150,000 visitors will reach the website. This will greatly help to propagate the use of the
product, and its desired developmental effect on the Linux/ UNIX community.
HexaFind.com Weekly Total Hits
Week start
Apr 6, 2013 07:08
Mar 30, 2013 07:08
Mar 23, 2013 07:08
Mar 16, 2013 07:08
Mar 9, 2013 06:08
Mar 2, 2013 06:08
Feb 23, 2013 06:08
Feb 16, 2013 06:08
Feb 9, 2013 06:08
Total

Total hits
2973
3990
4227
2828
2000
1898
1886
3169
3554
26,525

Figure 27 - HexaFind.com website statistics from dynadot.com

liii

Code for this website was reused from a previous project, and this enabled the extremely fast
development of the scripted applications website. This website was edited, customised and put
online within 24 hours of securing the domain and its hosting plan. The site has also been tested on
a variety of different platforms, and its operation has been correctly validated even on mobile
devices. This website provides a visual, public front-end for the product, and allows the gradual
development of the open source scripted application. By providing this medium, it will also allow
users to communicate about the product, its operation and any errors that may be encountered.
This development has helped to progress the application beyond the average and purely academic
university project. This has made it a medium and a tool to interact with, and given it the ability to
change the world we live in. If the information that has been used to create this project, and even
the development itself, is never shared with the world, then it may have unforeseen consequences.
Even the creation and distribution of the tool potentially changes a myriad of currently unidentified
dynamics. This tool has been designed and developed with one purpose in mind, to decrease the
complexity of a Linux or UNIX based forensic investigation. Therefore, this should serve its purpose
as an aid to a future forensic investigator in the field of esoteric computer and network crimes.
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Appendix
Spinner:
“spin()
{
i=1; \
sp="/-\|"; \
echo -n ' '; \
for (( x = 1; x <= 75; x++ ));
do \
printf "\b${sp:i++%${#sp}:1}"; \
sleep 0.05; \
done
clear
}”

Modified and revised from mebsd.comliv
ASCII Text code
Modified and revised from patorjk.comlv

Website logo design

Created by using the ‘fraulein hex’ font, from urbanfonts.comlvi
Diagram Arrows
Modified and revised from:
http://perso.rd.francetelecom.fr/guillemin/JPEGfiles/up-arrow-icon.jpg
http://www.antisocialmediallc.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/02/Right-Arrow-Icon.jpg
http://www.indygokidsclothing.com/product_images/uploaded_images/left-arrow-icon.jpg
http://www.antisocialmediallc.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/02/Down-Arrow-Icon.jpg

Magnified hard disk image
Modified and revised from:
http://www.popularmechanics.com/cm/popularmechanics/images/3c/hard-drive-magnify-1107.jpg
General Public License
Taken from gnu.orglvii
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Project Proposal
COMP1683 – Undergraduate Final Year Project Proposal
Systematic comparative and methodological forensic analysis of digital attack tool
artefacts
i.
Overview
Cybercrime is increasinglviii lix lx lxi lxii, and the means to identify and secure a conviction against an
attacker is a key part of the criminal justice proceeding. Most attacks occur over the internet, by
remote parties; therefore, once the attacker’s location has been identified, it becomes the forensic
investigator’s responsibility to secure the crime scene and prove that a digital crime has occurred.
Often a crime will occur on a Windows or Macintosh system; although other operating systems exist
the development of forensic tools for these systems is less than common as is the use of these
systems. [Currently only approximately 1% of computers globally use the Linux operating systemlxiii
lxiv
]
Presently, there are very few tools that can directly identify the usage of an offensive digital attack
tool, within the Linux operating system.lxv Therefore this project intends to address this issue by
means of the identification of the digital artefacts left on a system, by such an attack tool. Many
system files within the Linux and UNIX operating systems are modified when these different types of
attack tools are used – and often these key incriminating files or repositories may be overlooked by
law enforcement and forensic investigators when attempting to convict a malicious user.
Often, it is also extremely useful for a forensic investigator to be able to identify whether an attack
was perpetrated by the user, or whether the source of the attack came from a non-sentient origin;
this can also be proved, through deep thorough analysis of the logs and resources that Linux creates,
and uses. Ideally this investigative exercise will help to increase conviction rates, lower cyber-crime
and also constantly support forensic investigators during their day to day activities.
Therefore, it is proposed that a selection of virtual Linux operating systems be used in conjunction
with an equal variety of attack type tools. Through further forensic testing and comparative
investigation a methodology shall be identified then developed in order to identify the changes and
the data impressions made upon the disks surface. By finding the direct changes that have occurred,
systematic and consistent identifications can be made in order to recognize these digital
fingerprints.
Although, it must also be noted – that the creation of this automated scripted application could
harbour its own iniquities; such as the use or alteration of this tool in order to identify and remove
the log files that would be used in order to convict the attacker – could equally convict the author.
Keywords: Forensics, Network, DDOS, Denial of Service, Attack, Digital artefacts, Linux and Hacker
ii.

Aim
To develop a systematic methodology identifying offensive digital attack tools and the digital
artefacts that they leave when used on a system, which can be used to effectively prove that
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an attack tool was used.
iii.
Objectives
a) Research Report
b) Identify what current applications are out there [1.0]
c) Research the current methods of analysis
d) Research the current methods of attack
e) Identify a suitable test operating system
iv.
Statement of Requirements
a) Identify the key tasks required
b) Using the Moscow rule set, identify and list the key tasks.
v.
a)
b)
c)

Architecture design
Identify how the application will work and the type of software used
Draw a system flowchart diagram for the automated scripted application [0.5]
Identify the software which will be used to carry out the project and which languages it will
be programmed in [2.0]
d) Identify the content of the scripted application [2.0]
e) Draw flowcharts for the textual interface [3.0]
f) Test the script, and its operation [4.0]

vi.
a)
b)
c)

Forensic Methodology
Research the current methods of forensic discovery [1.0]
Research and propose possible new methods of forensic discovery [1.0]
Implement the current and newly theorized methods of forensic discovery [4.5]

vii.
a)
b)
c)

Prototyping
Create the scripted application.
First prototype [20.0]
Second prototype [20.0]

viii.
Testing
a) Test the scripted application [3.0]
b) Test the forensic methodology by checking that the script is coded appropriately [1.5]
ix.
Final Report
a) Composing a ﬁnal document with all the research, designing, implementation and evaluating
all of this work
b) Evaluate the overall application, identifying any faults that went wrong [10.0]
c) Identify the benefits and problems caused by the creation of such an application
x.

Legal, Social, Ethical and Professional
a) The Data Protection Act. (1998).lxvi
Under the data protection act, any information that is gathered against a witness, must be
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b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

g)

h)

accurate, up to date, and relevant to the case, and obtained in a lawful and ethical manner.
The scripted application must also ensure not to delete or modify any information on the
system – by essentially only forcing it to process a read-only variant of the data.
The Computer Misuse Act. (1990).lxvii
Under the computer misuse act, the use of such aforementioned digital attack tool types
constitutes an offence, as it may be possible to construe that the usage of such tools was not
investigatory, or informational in nature; but instead the purpose was malicious.
The use of these attack tools whether offensive or investigatory in nature, may constitute an
imprison-able offence, even if there is no relationship of the further offence by a third party.
The Privacy and Electronic Communications (EC Directive) Regulations. (2003).lxviii
Under this EC directive, the transient in vivo data traffic may be destroyed/ erased by the
public communications provider, after the transmission of communications has ceased.
Therefore the creation of this scripted application is a necessity, in order to verify that an
attack has originated from such a system; otherwise it may be conferred that it was spoofed.
The Police and Justice Act. (2006).lxix
A criminal offence could be considered, if my work was to be made public – and third parties
were to alter my code in order to remove the forensic traces of digital attack tools used. It
could even be by creating this automated application tool, that it could be conferred that I
am assisting in the committing of an offence, and thus I must be very careful in regard of it.
The European Convention on Cybercrime. (2001).lxx
As per article 11 of the convention on cybercrime, the creation of this tool could in theory be
misinterpreted as possibly aiding or abetting an attacker in the detection of potentially
unwanted log files for removal. Therefore distribution of this tool must be limited, to secure
and specific parties only. There are many other aspects under this act, which may also apply.
The Serious Crime Act. (2007).lxxi
Schedule 4, Section 52, Subsection 2 defines guidelines regarding the committal of offences
in England and Wales; thus if a person performs in part or wholly an action that causes an
offence to be committed anywhere in the world, he shall be triable under English law.
Association of Chief Police Officers guidelines in the handling of electronic evidence
(2008).lxxii
In regards to these guidelines - as stated previously, there should be no actions made which
make changes to data, which may then be used as trusted evidence within a court of law.
Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act. (2000).lxxiii
Requests for internet protocol address information or any information regarding data traffic
that have traversed over the subscribers telecommunications provider must be made to the
local police force. Any requests are subject to investigation, even if an attack has occurred.

xi.
Planning (see appendix A)
a) This project will be conducted in a progressive, developmental and iterative manner.
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